Abstract We examine the recent finding that neurons in spinal motor circuits enter a high conductance state during functional network activity. The underlying concomitant increase in random inhibitory and excitatory synaptic activity leads to stochastic signal processing. The possible advantages of this metabolically costly organization are analyzed by comparing with synaptically less intense networks driven by the intrinsic response properties of the network neurons.
Introduction
It seems that behavioral diversity and flexibility scale with the number of interconnected neurons in nervous systems. For this reason alone, the relation between behavior and the properties and activity of individual neurons becomes increasingly intractable in larger brains. Furthermore, recent decades have shown that the response properties of neurons are dynamic, highly non-linear and unique for each cell type in the brain. A general theory on how to bridge the gap between cell signaling at the microscopic level and function at the macroscopic level in large-scale networks is not in sight. Here, we explore basic questions that may guide diagnostic experimentation aimed at the formation of theoretical insights beyond case by case numerical modeling.
Sensory afferents and motor efferents provide strategic anchors for experimentation on nervous systems because their activity is uniquely decodable by means of external sensory and motor reference frames. For this reason, our focus is on networks that perform sensory-motor transduction. The possible function and relative contribution of synaptic and intrinsic conductances to cell firing during functional network activity will figure in the discussion of each of the questions posed.
The neuronal coding problem
Sensory-motor transduction is a fundamental process in living organisms from protozoan eukaryotes and onwards (Banchetti 2005) . Motor behavior probably constituted the key evolutionary drive for the differentiation of nervous systems (Llinás 2000) . Early nerve cells may have emerged as isolated multifunctional sensory, motor and secretory 'allin-one' cells derived from the epithelium in Cnidarians more than 700 millions years ago (Lentz 1968; Miljkovic-Licina et al. 2004; Westfall 1996) . From these origins, interneurons evolved to become mediators between specific sensory cells and specialized effector cells such as nematocysts and muscles. Organized in non-polarized nerve nets, interneurons could mediate integrative sensing of environmental information so that appropriate behaviors followed (Satterlie and Nolen 2001) . However, in becoming abstract signaling devices, the interneurons also gave rise to the fundamental coding problem still inherent in the study of nervous systems: information is carried and processed by molecular machineries in individual nerve cells while function is the collective sum of the activity of interacting neurons organized in networks. The gap between the constituents and the functional whole is aggravated in large-scale networks because neurons receive signals from a large number of other neurons. For this reason, the activity of individual neurons is rarely directly relatable to singular events in other neurons or in the outside world. Because neurons process synaptic input and reduce information, it is impossible to reconstruct their input patterns entirely from their output. In addition, it is practically never possible to record all the presynaptic input patterns that give rise to particular output in a neuron. Even worse, the information coded by these input patterns will usually not themselves be decodable. For all these reasons the coding that real neurons perform is not well understood. In fact, the relation between signaling and coding in neurons and function at the network level is one of the hard problems in neuroscience. Nevertheless, there is much to be said about synaptic transduction in individual neurons. Intercalated between the synaptic currents and spike generation are active non-linear filters provided by current generating voltage gated ion channels (Llinas 1988) . Since nerve cells differ in the kind, density and distribution of the ion channels that they express, they also differ in the way incoming information is processed to spike patterns. Awareness of this active filter function and its potential significance spurred a flurry of experimentation to characterize the non-linear properties, their underlying mechanisms and functions in neurons in a range of networks and organisms (Llinas 1988; London and Hausser 2005; Selverston and Moulins 1985; ToledoRodriguez et al. 2005) . The intrinsic response properties were seen to provide a bias that favored certain spike patterns over others, particularly time varying activity like oscillations (Llinas 1988) . The mix of voltage sensitive ion channels in each cell would be well suited to reduce the problem of pattern formation by funneling a wide range of noisy synaptic input into a few pre-selected 'useful' output patterns provided by the intrinsic response properties (Hounsgaard and Midtgaard 1989; Midtgaard 1989) . The role of intrinsic response properties of individual neurons in the formation of 'useful' activity patterns in networks of neurons is well supported by experimental evidence from oligo-cellular circuits with the stomastogastric ganglion as a prime example (Marder and Bucher 2007) . Even in larger functional circuits intrinsic response properties of neurons are thought to play a key role in formation of time scale, dynamics and coherence (Grillner 2003; Llinas 1988) .
Cell properties and irregular firing
We have seen that neurons in all nervous systems are equipped with non-linear intrinsic response properties. Gated by voltage the underlying ion channels interact to produce dynamic trans-membrane currents. The resulting variations in membrane potential are continuous in time, smoothened by the large number of contributing channels and by membrane capacitance. Therefore, perturbations in trans-membrane current in isolated neurons will produce smooth changes in membrane potential and firing rate. However, during behavior neurons often display highly irregular firing rates (Knierim and van Essen 1992; Newsome et al. 1989; Zoccolan et al. 2002) . Firing with a high coefficient of variation is not easily accounted for by a smoothly varying membrane potential or by integration of excitatory synaptic potentials (Koch 1999; Softky and Koch 1993) . On the other hand, uncorrelated interspike intervals automatically emerge from 'noisy' fluctuations in membrane potential (Calvin and Stevens 1967 ) that readily arise from randomly elicited excitatory and inhibitory synaptic potentials (Gerstein and Mandelbrot 1964; Softky and Koch 1993) . Behavioral states in which neurons receive mixed inhibitory and excitatory signals have now been reported in the cerebral cortex (Marino et al. 2005; Steriade et al. 2001 ) and in the spinal cord . Concurrent increase in inhibition and excitation leads to a dramatic increase in average conductance even for a moderate depolarization from the resting membrane potential Destexhe et al. 2003; Haider et al. 2006; Marino et al. 2005) . High conductance states by balanced increase in inhibition and excitation are characterized by a dramatic increase in the amplitude and power spectrum of membrane potential fluctuations due to high density of uncorrelated inhibitory and excitatory synaptic conductances . It is these fluctuations that lead to irregular firing rates. Further support for a widespread occurrence of high conductance states during functional network activity is their association with the UPstates proposed to be the active state of neurons during behavior (Destexhe et al. 2007 Haider et al. 2006 ).
Current and conductance-based circuits
The essentials of network dynamics are synaptic interactions between the constituent neurons. Synaptic input in neurons can be modeled as synaptic current or synaptic conductance (for a review see Burkitt 2006) . The resulting network models are generally referred to as current based and conductance based, respectively. In the latter case, the change in driving force and input resistance is taken into account, while these are assumed constant in the current-based network. Explicitly written the dynamical equations for the membrane potential in a one-compartment model are:
Current-based synapses:
where I syn refers to the average net synaptic current. Conductance-based synapses:
where the G j refer to the intrinsic conductance of a membrane channels and the E j s are their respective reversal potentials. The G I and G E are the total inhibitory and excitatory synaptic conductance and E I and E E are their respective reversal potentials. In the current-based synapse, the synaptic current is assumed independent on both changes in total conductance and driving force, whereas in the conductance-based synapse both of these are taken into account. The difference may seem subtle, but under certain circumstances the distinction is essential (see e.g., Kuhn et al. 2004 ). The current-based description is widely used because of its simplicity and its justified application in weakly connected networks. In networks with high intensity of synaptic activity, however, a conductance-based description is necessary. In the following, we describe the two network modes. (1) In quiescent networks, i.e., networks with low levels of synaptic activity, pattern generating neurons interact like mechanical oscillators weakly interconnected with springs (Berg et al. 2008) . Inhibitory and excitatory synaptic connections entrain neurons in network rhythms during which individual cells fire with regular rates (Fig. 1a) . In computer models, networks of this kind readily perform stable rhythmic activity as shown by a wide range of simulated motor networks. Rhythms can be modified by modulation of the ion channels underlying the intrinsic response properties of constituent neurons (Grillner 2003; Marder and Bucher 2007) . Intuitive attributes of networks with low synaptic intensity are energy efficiency due to low conductance increase during activity (Attwell and Gibb 2005; Attwell and Laughlin 2001) and ability to transform brief synaptic currents to voltage changes on multiple time scales (Hounsgaard and Midtgaard 1989) . Simulated networks of this kind are expressed in terms of coupled differential equations. (2) In contrast, networks of intense activity of inhibitory and excitatory neurons are dominated by synaptic conductances (Fig. 1b) . By domination, we mean when the synaptic conductance is large compared with the slow intrinsic conductances, the membrane potential is ''dominated'' by synaptic activity. Let us write this explicitly from the generic membrane equation: Fig. 1 Neurons in two types of networks. a. Low-intensity network: left, few active neurons result in low synaptic conductance and therefore the neurons express a range of complex intrinsic response properties as indicated by colored cell bodies. Right, typical activity pattern of a single neuron embedded in such a network. Synaptic input is of low intensity and spiking regular and largely determined by the intrinsic properties of the cell itself. b. High intensity network: the inhibitory and excitatory neurons (black and gray) project to many other neurons and receive intense stochastic input (Left). Right: the activity of a typical neuron is irregular due to the fluctuating intense synaptic input. This intense input causes a substantial decrease in input resistance and therefore shunts the slow intrinsic properties so the different cells diminish their individuality (illustrated as lack of color of cell body)
the total conductance is the sum of the parts:
When the membrane potential has reached steady state, its value is given by the average of the reversal potentials weighted by their individual conductances:
However, when the neuron receives high intensity of synaptic activity and it is in ''high conductance'' state, the synaptic conductance is dominating, i.e.,
and the average can be approximated to
The activity patterns are determined by network structure, including the density and distribution of synaptic connections. During network activity, neurons fire with irregular rates determined by the fluctuating membrane potential (Berg et al. 2008 
High conductance states in large-scale spinal networks
Data on cell firing, membrane conductance and power of synaptic fluctuations in membrane potential during functional network activity is extremely sparse, coming from just a few cell types in a handful of networks. For this reason, it is not possible to assess the prevalence of current and conductance-based regimes during functional network activity. It is quite likely that the same neuron can operate in a mode that can be closely approximated as current based in some situations, whereas in other situations a conductance-based regime is necessary, depending on the behavior in which the network is engaged in (Berkowitz 2005) . The high conductance state produced by parallel increase in inhibitory and excitatory synaptic activity is energetically costly. Their mere existence suggests that such states are valuable in the functional network activity that they are part of. We will end by contemplating what these advantages might be.
1. Network reliability. By having many intensely interacting neurons, each individual neuron makes an insignificant contribution. This implies a reliable probabilistic type of coding that is distributed over many neurons (Shadlen and Newsome 1998) . One of the consequences of this large population coding is that the total synaptic conductance becomes high and stochastic on short time scales. 2. Gain control. Modulation of the intensity of synaptic input in a balanced manner change the input-output response characteristics of neurons (Chance et al. 2002) . This may be useful in spinal circuits and for motoneurons in particular. It is currently a puzzle how the large precision of movements in different dynamical contexts is achieved. Controlling the motoneuron gain and spinal circuit gain via intensity of balanced inhibition and excitation may add precision to skilled movements . 3. Increased temporal agility. The high conductance state substantially reduce the input resistance and sharpen the temporal processing several fold (Berg et al. 2008; Barrett 1975; Bernander et al. 1991) . Having a fast motor system is essential for matching the rapid sensory processing. Currently, there is no convincing theory on how speed and agility is achieved in the spinal motor circuit except by reducing the input resistance by balancing excitation with inhibition (Berg et al. 2008 ). 4. Dendritic integration. Spinal neurons and motoneurons in particular, have extensive dendritic trees which intuitively may seem useless in a high conductance state where the electrotonic distance is severely decreased. However, the high conductance state also increase the fluctuations of the membrane potential in dendritic branches, which could provide stochastic resonance in concert with distal excitable properties and thus ensure transmission of certain dendritic potentials . 5. Activity control. The concurrent increase inhibition and excitation may be essential to maintain stability in the active spinal network. The occurrence of seizures in response to even small reductions in inhibition emphasizes that a remarkable fine balance is necessary, to avoid a runaway excitation.
We will continue to use the spinal sensory motor network underlying scratch behavior in turtles as our experimental reference system (Stein 2005) . Hindlimb scratching is the goal-directed motor act in which a peripheral part of the limb is repeatedly rubbed against S12
Cogn Process (2009) 10 (Suppl 1):S9-S15 the site on the body where the eliciting mechanical stimulus was applied. It is in this model that we have seen motoneurons and interneurons enter the high conductance state due to a parallel increase in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic activity during scratching (Alaburda et al. 2005; ). This was a surprising finding for two reasons. First, prior examples of high conductance states had all been seen in the cerebral cortex and the basal ganglia . They were thought to be mechanisms added on late in evolution to support higher brain functions and were encountered in sensory and cognitive network activity. Secondly, neurons in the spinal motor system are equipped with intricate intrinsic properties that would seem ideal to support network activity on the time scale of locomotor and scratch behavior (Delgado-Lezama and Hounsgaard 1999; Grillner 2003; Russo and Hounsgaard 1999) . Furthermore, these properties are regulated by intrinsic and extrinsic modulation, again, seemingly ideal for dynamic adjustments and external controls (Alaburda and Hounsgaard 2003; Russo and Hounsgaard 1999) . With flexible modulation of intrinsic properties and synaptic strengths, current-based networks can be shifted over a considerable range (Grillner 2003; Hooper and Moulins 1989; Hounsgaard and Midtgaard 1989) and even be broken up in independent sub-networks (Hooper and Moulins 1989; Simmers et al. 1995) . With emergence of limbed vertebrates; however, the requirement for flexibility increased by orders of magnitude. The sequence and strength of contractions of different muscle groups can be rearranged in innumerous ways from moment to moment, e.g., when shifting between walking, kicking and dancing. Are high conductance networks helpful in achieving such flexibility? Specification. The first problem to consider is how a sensory input might generate a network state that leads to the appropriate behavior, here scratching. For the hindlimb rostral scratch it is known that primary afferents activated by the mechanical stimulus activates an isolated second order sensory network several segments rostral to scratch motor network (Currie and Stein 1990) . Cells in this network display long-lasting activity in response a brief mechanical stimulus. We speculate that this sustained network activity could act not only as tonic drive for the lumbar motor network but might also be wired up with the lumbar motor network so that the drive also brings the motor network in 'rostral scratch mode' by targeted ionotropic and metabotropic synaptic mechanisms. It is reasonable to assume that similar isolated driver networks are activated in the segments with projections from the receptive fields for the caudal and pocket scratch forms (Stein 2005) .
Confinement
The firewall hypothesis For each motor behavior, a particular sub-network has to be 'carved out' of an anatomically continuous spinal network so that activity is confined to the relevant motor pools. We propose that 'confinement' in the balanced state is achieved by a 'firewall effect' surrounding the active network. The neurons in the functional network are active because the parallel increase in inhibitory and excitatory activity brings the average membrane potential from a hyperpolarized low conductance level to a high conductance level near threshold for action potentials. These active neurons are surrounded by neurons in which the balanced increase in inhibitory and excitatory activity is less intense. Such neurons will depolarize less and the synaptically induced fluctuations in membrane potential will not reach threshold. This 'subliminal fringe' of neurons could act as a fire-wall to prevent the active network activity from spreading and at the same time make synaptic 'break-in' from the outside difficult due to the shunting effect of the high conductance state.
Origin of time scale
In oscillator models dynamics come directly from the kinetics of channels and synaptic interactions. At present it is not clear if varied temporal dynamics in balanced networks can emerge from synaptic interactions alone or require additional mechanisms like synaptic habituation or accumulating changes in membrane potential. In the case of the scratch rhythm the fundamental question is if the scratch period is defined by the dynamics of the constituent neurons or emerges from distributed synaptic interactions or by a combination as proposed for respiration (Feldman and Del Negro 2006) . This would entail that the rhythm is the result of self-organization of the large-scale network activity. In such a situation the time scale of the network rhythm does not have to be reflected in the time scale of the activity of its neurons in isolation. This type of macroscopic slow time scales have been observed in other selforganizing biological systems, such as nest building by ants, honey combs building by bees, and mounds by termites to mention some (Camazine et al. 2001) . The time scale of activity of its constituents (ants, bees, and termites) is much faster than the macroscopic outcome (the nest, comb, and mounds). In a similar fashion the spinal motor rhythms could be a slow emergent network property of the much faster activity of the constituent neurons. Although this analogy is appealing, it remains to be molded into a concrete theory and investigated experimentally.
In summary, we have presented a dilemma in the approach to large-scale functional networks of neurons. If their modus operandi is based on weakly coupled neurons with non-linear intrinsic response properties, then it is necessary to characterize these properties in the constituent cell types in each network and reveal how they respond to naturally occurring synaptic input patterns. It is equally important to unravel the anatomical connectivity. On the other hand, in the case of high conductance states the global mechanisms of network activity should be approached from the statistical nature of the fluctuations in membrane conductance, membrane potential and firing rate in individual cells during functional network activity. The circuit architecture that leads to parallel increase in inhibitory and excitatory synaptic activity must be identified (Miura et al. 2007 ). In addition, major focus should be on identifying the avalanche that leads from particular external input to the appropriate behavior, in our case how a light brush on the carapace generates a network state for the appropriate scratch form. What are the network mechanisms that stabilize a few distinct behavioral modes in a continuous large-scale network and secure their differential selection by external synaptic input?
The experimental resolution of these dilemmas is crucial for the development of more specific understanding of the relation between signal processing at the cellular level and circuit function in large-scale networks.
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